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Speaking of exclusion and inclusion, of internal and external, of explicitness 

and implicitness, of subject and object, of educator and educated, of positivity and 

negativity is characteristic to thinking in binary oppositions. Binary thinking halves 

reality into opposing autonomous poles which are relatively well-defined (e. g. the 

influencer and the malleable, the subject and the object, the I and the not-I etc.). 

Mostly this kind of halved reality is also conceived as linearly hierarchical: as a result 

of influcences, (self-)guidance, transformations and so forth, one becomes more (or 

less) oneself; ever wiser, ever skillful, ever more included in society, ever more 

socially competent. Binary thinking treats education as guiding development, as 

interaction, as identity creation, as establishing conditions for development – if to 

mention some of the meanings attributed to education as such. In short, aims, 

methods, results/outcomes are held as most paramount. 

As a possible exit out of the captivity of binarity I envisage an act of thinking 

that foregrounds Philosophy of Difference and considers education as difference 

between human being and being as such. As building blocks of my thought-

construction in creating such approach, I employed the ideas of Martin Heidegger 

(primarily from his work „Identity and Difference“), Helmuth Plessner, Friedrich 

Nietzsche and Gianni Vattimo. Thereby I am conceiving as difference or border 

something that simultaneously links and as well as discerns differing poles. I will 

illustrate the manifestation of the differential phenomenon called Education on the 

level of linguistic reality, specifically through the anagram of Estonian word 

KASVATUS (Erziehung).  

By generalizing and grouping the meanings of the words obtained from the 

anagram, it can be said that when thinking from the viewpoint of Philosophy of 

Difference (1) nothing is merely that which it is (on the principle that exclusion is 

exclusion and solely that), but that something is concurrently that which it is and that 
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which it isn’t; (2) human existence unfolds in configurative situated practices which 

nature is always ambivalent and complementary. The prime purpose in existence for 

the human being as limes is to develop capacity for withstanding aporias (that 

includes the aporeticality of oneself). For someone thinking in binary oppositions, 

however, the latter will remain unachievable.     

 

 

 


